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Rotor Blade Planform Design based on an Overset Harmonic

Balance Adjoint Optimisation Framework.

T. A. Fitzgibbon∗, M. A. Woodgate † G. N. Barakos‡

CFD Laboratory, School of Engineering, University of Glasgow, G12 8QQ Glasgow, UK

R. H. Markiewicz§

DSTL Platform Systems Division, Portsdown West , Portsdown Hill Road, Fareham, Hampshire, PO17 6AD, UK

Optimisation methods in conjunction with CFD are a key tool in advancing current ro-

tor design. High-fidelity optimisation of unsteady rotor flows in forward flight, however, is a

challenging problem due to the high computational resources required. To minimize the com-

putational costs, a fully-turbulent, overset, adjoint, harmonic balance, optimisation framework

has been developed, which maintains the fidelity of the Navier-Stokes equations. The frame-

work is demonstrated in the aerodynamic re-design of the AH-64A rotor blade. An analysis of

the optimised rotor blade is presented, including the key design features that contribute to the

performance benefits in each of the examined design conditions. In particular, the benefits and

drawbacks of rotor designs with an offloaded blade tip have been discussed. The formulation

of the optimisation objective function, blade surface parameterisation and treatment of trim

were seen to have an impact on the final planform shape, and have been deemed to be key in

obtaining a practical rotor design suitable for use on real-life helicopters.

Nomenclature

a = speed of sound, m/s

c = rotor chord, m

Cl = blade section lift coefficient, dL/dr × 2/(ρcre f (Ωr)2)

Cp = pressure coefficient, (p − p∞)/(1/2ρ(Ωr)2)

Cq = blade section torque coefficient, dQ/dr × 2/(ρcre f R(Ωr)2)

CQ = torque coefficient (US), Q/(ρ(ΩR)2πR3)

Ct = blade section thrust coefficient, dT/dr × 2/(ρcre f (Ωr)2)

CT = thrust coefficient (US), T/(ρ(ΩR)2πR2)
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D = Fourier collocation derivative operator or drag force, N

FoM = figure of merit, C
3/2
T

/(
√

2CQ)

gj = design equality constraint functions

hk = design inequality constraint functions

I = design objective function

J = Jacobian matrix

L = lift force, N

M = Mach number, V∞/a∞

Mtip = blade tip Mach number, ΩR/a∞

n = number of design variables

N = mesh metrics vector

NH = harmonic balance modes number

m = number of inequality constraints

p = number of equality constraints or pressure, Pa

Q = rotor torque, Nm

R = rotor radius, m

R = flow equation spatial residual vector

R∗ = flow equation full residual vector

Re = Reynolds number, Vtipcre f /ν

r = local radial position, m

S = flow equation source term

t = time, s

T = rotor thrust, N

V = velocity, m/s

V = flow equation cell volume vector

W = flow equation solution vector

Xs = surface mesh

Xv = volume mesh

y = dimensional wall distance, m

y
+ = dimensionless wall distance, y

√

τw/ρ/ν

α = angle of attack, deg

α = design variable vector
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αs = shaft angle, deg

β0 = coning angle, deg

θ0 = collective angle, deg

θ1s, θ1c = pitching harmonics, deg

λ = adjoint variable vector

µ = rotor advance ratio, M∞/Mtip

ν = kinematic viscosity, m/s2

ρ = density, kg/m3

τw = wall shear stress, Pa

ω = reduced frequency

Ω = rotor rotational speed, rad/s

hb = harmonic balance

re f = reference value

tip = blade-tip value

i, j, k = cell index

∞ = freestream value

I. Introduction

Rotor design is still an important topic within the rotorcraft community despite the maturity of the baseline helicopter

configuration - main rotor/tail rotor. Improved rotor designs can lead to reduced fuel consumption, expanded flight

envelopes as well as reduced noise/vibration. The emergence of more advanced planform shapes such as the British

Experimental Rotor Programme (BERP) design [1], Blue-Edge blade [2] or Advanced Chinook Rotor Blade (ACRB)

[3] show us that rotor design is still progressing. Rotor design practices, however, have significantly changed over the

years. In the past, the majority of rotor blades were designed primarily through experimental testing (and preliminary

analytical studies). This includes many rotors that still fly today, such as the UH-60A [4], AH-64A [5], S-76 [6], CH-47

[7] or BERP III [8]. However, numerical methods have seen a wider use in rotor design in the past 20-30 years. Boeing

developed a new composite blade for the AH-64 helicopter [9] using low and mid-fidelity tools such as CAMRAD

[10, 11], EHPIC [12] and LSAF [13]. Here, the designs were primarily evaluated in a parametric manner with limited

use of optimisation methods (optimised blade twist in hover and structural mass/stiffness distributions). A more recent

rotor design from Boeing includes the ACRB blade [3], however, information as to what design methods were used in

this programme are not available in open literature. Another advanced rotor design study included the development of

the BERP IV blade [1] as an upgrade to the BERP III design. Here, a combination of wind tunnel testing, preliminary
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CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamics) studies and mid-fidelity in-house rotor codes were used, without the formal

use of optimisation methods. The design of the Blue-Edge blade [2], developed from the ERATO blade, included

parametric studies of the planform shape and for the first time optimisation using high-fidelity CFD in hover. Rotor

design optimisation studies in industry [14–16], however, are still limited to low/mid-fidelity tools in forward flight.

This is primarily due to high computational resources for optimisation of unsteady flows and high turnaround times

required in an industrial setting. However, to accurately capture the flow physics around advanced planform shapes,

high fidelity Navier-Stokes methods are required.

For these reasons high-fidelity rotor design optimisation has become an important topic of current research within

the rotorcraft community, as indicated by recent collaboration programmes [17]. While a considerable number of works

can be found on steady-state hover optimisation [18–20], only a few high-fidelity optimisation studies in forward flight

exist in literature. The majority of these studies are performed using non-gradient based optimisation methods, which

are very expensive in their nature, due to the number of evaluations required being of order n2 − n3 [21], where n is the

number of design parameters. To minimize the computational costs, surrogate modelling based on various techniques

such as kriging [22], neural networks [23] or latin hypercube sampling (LHS) and radial basis functions (RBF) [24, 25]

have been employed. Variable-fidelity surrogate models have also been proven to be successful [26, 27], although

highlighted the importance of including high-fidelity simulations in the optimisation framework [26]. These studies,

however, either employed a low number of design parameters (under 10) or required a high number of evaluations to

form the Design of Experiment (DoE) and update the accuracy of the surrogate model.

Gradient-based methods offer a promising alternative in terms of computational costs. While, they do not guarantee

a global optimum, significantly fewer CFD simulations are required to reach a better design. In particular, efficient

computation of the design sensitivities can be performed using the adjoint method. The design parameter gradients

can be obtained at the cost of a base flow solution irrespective of the number of design variables. The power of

the adjoint method has been demonstrated in the fixed-wing community where nearly 1000 variables have been used

[28]. The difficulty of rotor optimisation in forward flight, however, is the need for adjoint evaluations of unsteady

flow-fields. High-fidelity time-accurate adjoint optimisation frameworks have been developed at NASA [29, 30] and

University of Wyoming [31, 32]. These frameworks have included aeroelastic effects through loose/tight-coupling

analysis and trim constraints. However, the main drawback of such methods are the high computational costs of

time-accurate CFD solutions and the requirement to store the entire time history of the flowfield in memory or directly

on the hard-drive. This is extremely prohibitive for industrial scale problems, with improvements relying on algorith-

mic advancements and exascale computing capabilities. These issues are a topic of on-going research and include

advanced checkpointing techniques [33] or compressing the flow solution time-history through methods such as Proper

Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) [34].

To reduce the computational costs associated with unsteady adjoint-based design time-spectral methods have
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received particular attention. These methods allow to treat the solution as a large steady problem by assuming

periodicity in time, with an additional unsteady source term. The harmonic balance method first gained popularity

in the field of turbomachinery [35–37], but has also been applied to rotorcraft problems [38–42]. One-shot harmonic

balance methods [43] have also been in development, suitable for fully coupled CFD/CSD (Computational Struc-

tural Dynamics) analyses and problems with an unknown dominant excitation frequency. While the accuracy and

computational costs are directly dependent on the number of modes used in the solution, significant improvements in

simulation times are obtainable with only a minor decrease in accuracy when compared to time-marching simulations

[42, 44].

The nature of frequency domain methods also make them attractive for adjoint optimisation studies, as the steady

adjoint solver (with certain modifications) can be used. The use of harmonic balance-adjoint methods is still an ongoing

subject of research as indicated by recent relevant literature. An inviscid harmonic balance adjoint method has been

applied in turbomachinery studies (in axial flow) by Huang et al. [45] primarily for two-dimensional simulations.

More recently, Rubino [46, 47] developed a fully-turbulent time-spectral adjoint method in SU2, and also applied it

only to two-dimensional turbomachinery flows. Following this work, Vitale et al. [48] used the developed method in

three-dimensional studies of multi-stage turbomachinery design. Time-spectral adjoint has also been applied in 2D

flutter studies [49, 50] and 2D optimisation under periodic wakes [51]. The only application of the time-spectral adjoint

to rotorcraft was presented by Choi et al. [52] in a optimisation study of the UH-60A rotor blade. The optimisation,

however, was performed for inviscid flows and using a single blade assumption for a coarse matched grid (0.55M nodes).

This limits the optimisation framework to flows where viscous effects are not significant and the wake of the other blades

does not affect the performance results significantly. Kim et al. [53] extended the framework developed by Choi [52]

to include coupled fluid-structure interaction, although no formal optimisation study was shown. The simplifications

in current time-spectral adjoint implementations are mainly due to numerical modelling aspects. Including viscous

effects leading to higher stiffness of the harmonic balance and adjoint computations. Edgewise rotorcraft flows are

also highly complex that include multiple near blade-vortex interactions, leading greater numerical issues including

reduced robustness and convergence.

To improve the fidelity of frequency domain adjoint methods found in literature, we have developed a viscous overset

harmonic balance adjoint optimisation framework. The use of overset grids improves the grid quality, improving the

accuracy and robustness of the solution. The inclusion of viscous effects can lead to different rotor designs, especially

when planform is concerned. Finally, we also demonstrate the framework for multiple rotor-blade solutions, and

hence, including unsteady wake effects. The developed framework is applied to the re-design of the AH-64A blade for

aerodynamic performance improvement in hover and forward flight. We believe this is the first time, a fully-turbulent

overset harmonic balance adjoint framework has been applied to rotorcraft flows in forward flight.

The structure of the paper is as follows: first, the coupled adjoint harmonic balance optimisation framework is
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presented. Next, validation studies are performed for the AH-64A rotor blade. An optimisation of the AH-64A rotor

blade is then performed in hover and forward flight to showcase the capabilities of the developed framework. Finally,

the conclusions and future work are presented.

II. Numerical Methods

A. Fully-implicit HMB3 Solver

The multi-block structured Helicopter Multi-Block (HMB3) [54, 55] code is used as the CFD solver for the present

work. The Navier-Stokes equations are discretised using a cell-centred finite volume approach on a multi-block grid.

The semidiscrete form of the system of ordinary differential equations for the three solution formulations applied within

this work are shown in equations 1-3.

dW

dτ
+ R(W) = S Steady (1)

dW

dt
+

dW

dτ
+ R∗(W) = 0 Unsteady (2)

dWhb

dτ
+ ωDWhb + Rhb(Whb) = 0 HB (3)

where, W is the vector of conserved variables, R is the spatial residual vector, R∗ is the full residual vector, S is the

source term, t is the real time step, τ is the pseudo time step, ω is the reduced frequency, D is the Fourier collocation

derivative operator and HB refers to the Harmonic Balance method.

For all methods, to evaluate the convective fluxes, Osher’s[56] approximate Riemann solver is used, while the

viscous terms are discretised using a second order central differencing spatial discretisation. The Monotone Upstream-

centred Schemes for Conservation Laws, which is referred to in the literature as the MUSCL approach and developed

by van Leer [57], is used to provide formally 3rd order accuracy in space. The HMB3 solver uses the alternative form

of the Albada limiter [58] being activated in regions where large gradients are encountered mainly due to shock waves,

avoiding the non-physical spurious oscillations.

In the unsteady time-marching method, an implicit dual-time stepping technique [59] is employed to perform the

temporal integration, where the solution is marched to steady state in pseudo-time τ. The temporal discretisation uses

a 2nd order backward difference. In the steady-state approach the flow field is solved in a non-inertial reference frame

with a source term and mesh velocities that account for the centripetal and Coriolis acceleration terms. This approach

is valid for hovering rotors as the blade does not experience stall. Another limitation is that only flow around isolated

rotors can be modelled and time-marching simulations are required if installation effects are to be considered. The

harmonic balance method is described in more detail in the next subsection. For all methods the linearised system of

equations is solved using the Generalised Conjugate Gradient method with a Block Incomplete Lower-Upper (BILU)

factorisation as a pre-conditioner [60]. To allow an easy sharing of the calculation load for parallel jobs, multi-block
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structured meshes are used [61]. For this study, the fully-turbulent Wilcox’s k-ω-SST model from Menter [62] is

employed.

B. Harmonic Balance Method

The harmonic balance method represents the flow solution and residual vectors as a truncated Fourier series, by

assuming a periodicity in time with a frequency, ω. The flow is represented by NH harmonic balance modes and is split

into NT = 2NH +1 subintervals, which are coupled using the Fourier collocation derivative operator, D. This leads to a

significant reduction in computational costs compared to time-marching simulations, as the flow-field can be solved as

a large (NT × NT ) steady state problem. A detailed description of the implementation used within the present work can

be found in [42]. The harmonic balance method has also been coupled with overset grids, through the implementation

of a dynamic holelist. The main problem with overset harmonic balance simulations, is the fact that a cell that is a

hole (no valid solution in background grid, as solution is obtained on the foreground grid) in one snapshot can become

computational in another snapshot, leading to an invalid solution. Here, to deal with the rotational movement of the

rotor blades, an intermediate disk chimera level is included in the grid that rotates with the blades, keeping the cell

flagging constant. The pitching and flapping motions are solved by flagging holes that dynamically change between

snapshots as an interpolation cell, leading to an expansion of interpolation layers from two to an arbitrary value, which

ensures that all computational cells have a valid solution. The full implementation of the overset harmonic balance

method is described in [63].

C. Adjoint Method

The adjoint method offers an efficient way to produce the design variable gradients. The cost involves the solution

of a stiff linear system shown in equation 4, which is similar to the cost of the baseline flow solution, independent of

the number of design variables.

(

∂R

∂W

)T

λ = −
(

∂I

∂W

)T

, (4)

The design variable gradients are obtained as follows:

dI

dα
=

∂I

∂α
+ λT ∂R

∂α
, (5)

where I is the adjoint objective function, W is the vector of conserved variables, R is the residual vector, α is the design

variable vector and λ is the adjoint variable vector.
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The term
∂R

∂α
for design sensitivities is obtained in the following manner:

∂R

∂α
=

∂R

∂N

∂N

∂Xv

∂Xv

∂X s

∂X s

∂α
(6)

This represents the computation of the residual vector sensitivity with respect to the design variable, and is de-

pendent on the surface mesh sensitivities with respect to each design variable
∂X s

∂α
which are obtained from the

blade parameterisation tool, the volume mesh sensitivities with respect to the surface mesh
∂Xv

∂X s

, the mesh metrics

sensitivities with respect to the volume mesh
∂N

∂Xv

and finally, the residual sensitivities with respect to the mesh metrics

∂R

∂N
.

The linear system shown in equation 4 is difficult to solve due to the high stiffness of the Jacobian matrix,

J = ∂R/∂W (which is not stored explicitly to reduce memory demands). The present adjoint solution methodology

uses a Krylov-subspace solver based on a nested GMRES solver [64] with Deflated Restating (DR), where a GMRES-

DR solver is used as a preconditioner for the (outer) GMRES-DR cycles. This nested Krylov-subspace solver proved to

be able to converge tough adjoint problems, as required for stiff harmonic-balance adjoint solutions. The adjoint method

was developed within HMB3 through source code differentiation, using the tool TAPENADE [65]. The individual

functions of the solver are differentiated and used to compute the partial derivatives required for the sensitivity equation

5. Details of the adjoint method and implementation within HMB3 can be found in [66, 67].

D. Coupling Adjoint and Overset Harmonic Balance Methods

The harmonic balance adjoint method is similar to the steady-state adjoint, however, now instead of one steady

solution, the linear system is 2NH + 1 larger, as it contains each of the snapshots of the harmonic balance solution.

The main modification of the adjoint code is the computation of the residual function, which consists of the steady

residual for each of the snapshots and the effect of the Fourier collocation derivative operator. The partial derivatives

(∂I/∂α, ∂R/∂α) required in equation 5 are averaged over the number of snapshots to produce an averaged gradient

value (same procedure as in primal solver to obtain an integrated load value). The harmonic balance adjoint method

also includes the effects of mesh motion (transformations applied to the sensitivities to account for flap, pitch, lag,

azimuth) and the dynamic holelist required for overset harmonic balance simulations. The present method extends

the previous formulations [42, 66] to design sensitivities (rather than only aerodynamic sensitivities) for the harmonic

balance method and implements coupling with the overset grid method.

E. Complete Optimisation Framework

The complete design optimisation framework is shown in Figure 1.

Firstly, the baseline flow solution is computed using the steady state solver or the harmonic balance method. The

baseline objective function (I) and equality/inequality constraints (gj and hk respectively) are then evaluated from the
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Fig. 1 The full HMB3 optimisation workflow.

base flow solution. The adjoint problem is then solved, and the design sensitivities are computed using the adjoint

method. The adjoint problem may or may not be solved to full convergence to minimize computational costs, which

has been verified by comparing the computed gradients with finite differences. The main aim of the adjoint method

is to provide gradients which are of sufficient accuracy to drive to design in the correct direction. The cost functional,

the constraints and their gradients are fed to the gradient based optimiser, to obtain a new design variable vector. In

our tool chain, the Least-Square Sequential Quadratic Programming (SLSQP) algorithm [68] is used, which represents

the objective function as a quadratic approximation to the Lagrangian and linear treatment of the constraints. The

updates of the Hessian matrix approximation are based on the Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS) algorithm

[69]. Based on the new vector of design variables the surface to be optimised is deformed based on an external

parameterisation tool (details in next subsection). The parameterisation outputs the coordinates of the new surface as

well as the surface sensitivities which are used in the adjoint method. Finally, a mesh deformation algorithm based

on Inverse-Distance Weighting (IDW) is employed to update the volume mesh. The optimisation workflow loop is

continued until a stopping criterion is reached, which is in this case is either an update tolerance on the objective

function or the design variables.

F. Blade Surface Parameterisation

A deformative blade surface parameterisation method is used, where the movement of the blade surface mesh

points is described analytically, and the volume mesh is updated using an IDW method. The twist law is parameterised

using a Bernstein polynomial function [70] with seven coefficients. The chord is altered at four radial stations of r/R

= 0.5, 0.75, 0.943 and 1.0; whereas the sweep and anhedral angles are changed at the three outboard radial stations of

r/R = 0.75, 0.943 and 1.0. Linear distributions are imposed inboard of 0.943, with parabolic distributions of the blade
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chord, sweep and anhedral angles across the blade tip region from 0.943 R to 1.0 R. This leads to a total of 17 design

parameters. The aerofoil sections at each radial station were kept fixed. The blade planform parameterisation is shown

graphically in Figure 2. For the parameterised AH-64A planform, the differences between the sweep at the traling edge

and leading edge are neglected (both initiated from r/R=0.943).

Fig. 2 Blade surface parameterisation used for the AH-64A optimisation study.

As a deformative method is used, the parameters are applied as a delta to the baseline surface mesh. Here, the

blade tip sweep is removed before applying the new set of parameters, hence a rectangular blade with -9 degrees linear

blade twist is used. The design parameter boundaries are shown in Table 1.

Table 1 Design parameter upper and lower boundaries for the optimisation of the AH-64A blade in hover.

Design Parameter Boundary values

TWIST1 - TWIST7 ± 5 deg

CHORD at r/R = 0.5 [0.8c,1.4c]

CHORD at r/R = 0.75 [0.8c,1.4c]

CHORD at r/R = 0.943 [0.8c,1.4c]

CHORD at r/R = 1.0 [0.3c,1.5c]

SWEEP at r/R = 0.75 [-0.3c,0.4c]

SWEEP at r/R = 0.943 [-0.3c,0.4c]

SWEEP at r/R = 1.0 [-0.7c,0.4c]

ANHEDRAL at r/R = 0.75 [-0.1c,0.25c]

ANHEDRAL at r/R = 0.943 [-0.1c,0.25c]

ANHEDRAL at r/R = 1.0 [-0.25c,0.1c]

III. Blade Geometry and Computational setup

A. Blade geometry

To demonstrate the developed optimisation framework, the AH-64A rotor blade was selected. This rotor blade

has sufficient information in open-literature [9, 71, 72] to perform validation studies and then optimise the planform.

The AH-64A blade was also chosen as it operates on a highly-loaded helicopter. The AH-64A rotor blade geometry
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was built based on the information provided for the model scale blade by Berry [72] and the rotor design paper by

JanakiRam et al. [9]. The model scale (0.27) rotor blade planform is shown in Figure 3, although all simulations within

this paper were performed for the full-scale rotor blade. The AH-64A rotor blade has a swept tip, a linear blade twist of

nominally -9 degrees and an aspect ratio of 13.714. The blade is composed of two aerofoil sections, the HH-02 section

up to 0.943R and the NACA64A006 section at the tip of the blade. Information about the aerodynamic characteristics

of these aerofoils can be found in [73] and [74] respectively. Details of the geometric uncertainties can be found in

[63].

Fig. 3 Planform of the AH-64A blade based on the 0.27 scale blade [72]. Radius dimension given in inches

B. Computational setup

All simulations are performed for isolated and rigid rotors to reduce the computational costs. In hover, a steady state

formulation is used, and only a quarter of the computational domain was meshed, assuming periodic conditions for the

flow field in the azimuthal direction. This assumption is valid if the wake generated by the rotor is assumed periodic

and the blades do not experience deep stall. A source/sink model, first introduced by Srinivasan et al. [75], is used for

the simulations with Froude boundary conditions imposed at the inflow and outflow. A typical computational domain

for hover simulations is shown in Figure 4 a). The distances between the rotor blades and the inflow/outflow surfaces

are based on experience from previous studies using the HMB3 solver [54]. In forward flight, the full rotor disk is

modelled for both time-marching and harmonic balance simulations with four blades as the flow is highly unsteady. A

0.5 degree time-step is used for time-marching calculations. The hub is modelled as a generic ellipsoidal surface. The

flow is solved in a cylindrical domain with farfield boundary conditions. The rotor blade foreground grid is inserted

into an intermediate background rotor disk that rotates with the blades to ensure a constant chimera holelist due to

rotation of the blades in azimuth. A adiabatic boundary condition is used at the solid boundary, and the geometric

conservation laws are not directly enforced with an analytical computation of the grid velocities. A matrix trimming

routine is used to achieve the target thrust coefficient whilst minimizing the pitching and rolling moments [54].

A multi-block structured mesh is generated for the AH-64A rotor blade simulations using ICEM-HEXA. The

chimera technique is used, hence a foreground grid was generated to resolve the blade geometry, with a background

grid to capture the farfield wake geometry. This type of method allows for grid deformation, due to blade flapping

and pitching in forward flight, without affecting the grid quality. For the blade foreground grid, a C topology around
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the leading edge, was selected, whereas a H-topology is employed behind the trailing edge. The baseline foreground

topology is shown in Figure 4 (b). The cylindrical background grid employs grid stretching to reduce the mesh size.

The approximate background cell size for the first vortex passage is approximately 5% of the blade chord for the

baseline grid. In hover, the same grid was used for CFD validation and the optimisation process, whereas a coarser

grid is used for forward flight optimisation due to memory requirements of the adjoint harmonic balance method. The

grid details and sizes are described in Table 2. The wall distance of 1.0 · 10−6cref corresponds to a y
+ of 0.55 (based

on hover blade tip velocity).

(a) Hover computational domain (b) Foreground grid topology

Fig. 4 Computational setup for the AH-64A blade in hover including the computational domain and foreground

grid topology.

Table 2 Grid details and sizes for the AH-64A rotor blade grids in hover and forward flight. H= Hyperbolic.

Grid Hover grid Forward flight Forward flight

Baseline Baseline Coarse

Around aerofoil (nodes) 230 230 182

Blade normal (nodes) 70 70 56

Blade spanwise (nodes) 165 165 109

Wall distance 1.0 · 10−6cref 1.0 · 10−6cref 1.0 · 10−6cref

Chimera boundary spacing 5%c 5%c 10%c

LE spacing (expansion ratio) 0.0005c, H (1.12) 0.0005c, H (1.12) 0.0005c, H (1.12)

TE spacing (expansion ratio) 0.0001c, H (1.24) 0.0001c, H (1.24) 0.0002c, H (1.4)

Foreground (cells) 5.4M 21.6M(4 × 5.4M) 9.5M (4 × 2.375M)

Background (cells) 5.3M 14.5M 3.6M

Total (cells) 10.7M 36.1M 13.1M
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C. Test conditions

All computations are performed for a blade tip Mach number of 0.65 and Reynolds number of 7.98 × 106 based

on the blade tip velocity and chord of the first aerodynamic section (0.5334m). The Reynolds number is not updated

during the optimisation process. The computed test conditions are shown in Table 3.

Table 3 Conditions of the simulations performed within the AH-64A validation and optimisation process.

Computation Conditions

Hover validation Collective sweep: 6o, 8o, 10o, 11o

Forward flight validation CT = 0.00903, µ = 0.2, 0.3

Hover optimisation Fixed collective: 11o

Forward flight optimisation CT = 0.00903, µ = 0.3

For the CFD validation, the conditions were selected based on available experimental data [9, 71]. The hover and

forward flight optimisation studies were performed at high-thrust due to constantly growing payload requirements [9].

The baseline validation case was used for the forward flight optimisation as a demonstration of the developed overset

harmonic balance adjoint optimisation framework.

IV. CFD Validation

Before moving to the optimisation results, CFD validation of the HMB3 solver is presented for the AH-64A

rotor blade in hover and forward flight. Where, available comparisons are made with experimental data [9, 71]. An

assessment is also made of the baseline AH-64A blade design.

A. Validation of steady-state and time-marching solvers

Firstly, the performance predictions in hover and forward flight for baseline AH-64A are validated against exper-

imental data [9, 71]. Hover test data is from whirl tower tests, whereas the forward flight data is equivalent to the

YAH-64 flight test data. The integrated load predictions are compared with experimental data in hover and forward

flight and shown in Figure 5.

Very good performance predictions are obtained in hover, when compared with whirl tower test data, with CFD

predictions at the upper bound of the test data scatter. In forward flight, slightly higher uncertainties exist because only

engine power is available from flight tests. These values need to be corrected for tail rotor power, auxiliary power and

transmission losses to obtain main rotor power. The CFD main rotor power values, however, are below the test data,

which after a correction of 8% (as used in [76]) lead to excellent agreement with the test data. The harmonic balance

solver has also been validated for the AH-64A blade in forward flight with results presented in [63].
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(a) Hover (b) Forward flight

Fig. 5 Comparison of the CFD performance predictions for the baseline AH-64A rotor blade with experimental

data [9, 71].

B. Assessment of the baseline AH-64A blade design

Based on the CFD validation calculations in hover and forward flight, the AH-64A blade design can be assessed.

Firstly, the surface pressure distribution in hover at 11o collective is shown in Figure 6.

Fig. 6 AH-64A rotor blade surface pressure distribution in hover at 11o collective.

The surface pressure distribution indicates the formation of a strong shock near the blade tip at the leading edge.

This feature would lead to a significant increase in power requirements, and could potentially be weakened through an

optimisation study. Additionally, the pressure is not fully-recovered at the trailing edge, indicating the onset of blade

stall.

The forward flight features of the AH-64A rotor blade at CT = 0.00903, µ = 0.3 are shown in Figure 7.

The AH-64A rotor blade also exhibits adverse flow features in forward flight. A shock is observed on the advancing

side, and the flow is supersonic over a large portion of the blade chord. The wake visualisation indicates the presence

of dynamic stall on the retreating side as the vortex from the back of disk interacts with the retreating side blade. This
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(a) Advancing side surface pressure (b) Rotor wake visualisation

(highlighted shock) (highlighted dynamic stall)

Fig. 7 Forward flight advancing side surface pressure distribution and rotor wake visualisation using Q-

criterion (value of 0.002) coloured by downwash velocity for the AH-64A rotor blade at CT = 0.00903, µ = 0.3.

interaction causes dynamic stall which will lead to an increase in rotor power required as well as having a large effect on

the local pitching moments, leading to high control loads. The adverse flow features present for the baseline AH-64A

rotor blade design make it a good case to exercise the optimisation framework, as the design can clearly be improved

through reducing the shockwave and dynamic stall features.

V. Rotor Blade Optimisation

The optimisation is demonstrated for the AH-64A rotor blade in this section. Firstly, the blade is optimised in

hover. Based on the hover-optimised blade, an optimisation in forward flight is carried out, whilst keeping the key

design features that lead to the hover performance improvement. Finally, the new design is validated by performing

time-marching calculations on a finer mesh.

A. Optimisation in hover

Firstly, the AH-64A rotor blade is optimised in hover using the steady-state adjoint formulation. The steady-state

adjoint can be used here, as the flow can does not exhibit deep stall, and can be treated as steady. Alternatively, the

harmonic-balance adjoint method could have been used with one harmonic balance mode, leading to an increase in

computational resources, with the same expected result. The same grid is used as for the CFD validation of the baseline

AH-64A blade. A high thrust condition is selected (fixed collective of θ0 = 11o corresponding to CT = 0.0093). The

objective function is set to minimize power with a constraint on the thrust. This formulation allows to keep the rotor

blade thrust-weighted solidity as a free parameter, as opposed to a FoM optimisation, where solidity needs to be kept

constant. The blade surface parameterisation includes blade twist, chord, sweep and anhedral parameters as described
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in Section II. F. 1, giving a total of 17 design variables. The parameterised AH-64A rotor blade is slightly different

than the baseline blade as shown in Figure 8. The design histories of the thrust coefficient, torque coefficient and Figure

of Merit are shown in Figure 9.

Fig. 8 Difference between the baseline (grey) and parameterised (red) AH-64A blades.

Fig. 9 History of the integrated loads with each iteration.

The optimisation history shows that a near optimal blade was obtained after three design iterations. The optimiser

then tries to further minimize the power, but goes further away from the target thrust and follows up by reverting to a

similar design. The thrust constraint is not fully met due to the highly nonlinear design space and a tolerance imposed

on the constraint function. The optimised shape is compared to the baseline AH-64A blade in Figures 10-11.

The new blade design has the maximum available blade twist with the upper and lower bounds reached at the blade

root and tip respectively, leading to a linear blade twist of -19 degrees. A forward-backward swept blade shape is

obtained with a significantly higher planform area than the baseline blade design. This is due to the imposed thrust

constraint at a fixed collective. The increase in solidity is therefore, a result of the thrust constraint, and is not driven by

the optimiser to increase hover performance. The interaction between the optimum planform shape and the collective
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(a) Twist law (b) Chord, Sweep and Anhedral laws

Fig. 10 Comparison of baseline AH-64A and hover optimised geometric laws. Chord, Sweep and Anhedral

values given based on a unit chord length (chord of first aerodynamic section).

(a) Top view

(b) Side view

Fig. 11 Comparison between the baseline (grey) and optimum (red) planform shapes for the AH-64A rotor

blade in hover at 11 deg collective.

angle should be examined further, as part of future work. The blade design also has a distinct dihedral-anhedral shape

to minimize the interaction of the blades with the preceding blade tip vortices. The integrated loads for the baseline

and optimised designs are shown in Table 4.

A benefit of 7.8 counts (0.01 = 1 count) is seen in Figure of Merit for the optimised blade design. A slightly lower

thrust coefficient is seen during the optimisation process, hence the blade is re-trimmed to the required thrust. This

leads to a benefit of 8.9 counts in Figure of Merit at the thrust of the baseline blade. Based on the design gradients,
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Table 4 Comparison of the integrated loads between the baseline, parameterised and optimum AH-64A

planforms in hover

Planform θ0 CT CQ FoM FoM difference

AH-64A Baseline 11.0 0.00930 0.000911 0.696 -

AH-64A Parameterised 11.0 0.00925 0.000901 0.699 +0.3 counts

AH-64A Optimised 11.0 0.00890 0.000766 0.774 +7.8 counts

AH-64A Optimised (re-trimmed) 11.194 0.00929 0.000807 0.785 +8.9 counts

the largest contributors to the increase in the hover performance are the dihedral-anhedral planform shape and the

high blade twist. The exact shape of the planform is of less importance in hover conditions. The surface pressure

distributions for the baseline and optimised blades are shown in Figure 12.

(a) Baseline planform (b) Optimum planform

Fig. 12 Surface pressure distributions for the baseline and optimised AH-64A rotor blades at CT = 0.0093.

The baseline AH-64A blade has a strong shockwave at 11 degrees collective, which is completely removed for the

optimised blade. The new planform shape offloads the blade tip, shifting the load further inboard, leading to a more

optimal surface pressure distribution and hence higher performance. This is further confirmed by the sectional load

distributions shown in Figure 13.
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(a) Sectional thrust distribution (b) Sectional torque distribution

Fig. 13 Sectional loads for the baseline and hover optimised AH-64A rotor blades at CT = 0.0093.
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The sectional loads show a significantly higher loading inboard and an offloaded blade tip. This leads to a more

optimal loading distribution, and thus leading to a much higher Figure of Merit. Finally, the vortical structures are

visualised in Figure 14.

(a) Baseline (b) Optimised

Fig. 14 Blade tip vortices visualised by contours of Q-criterion (cut-off value of 0.05) for the baseline and

optimised AH-64A planforms at CT = 0.0093.

The offloaded blade tip produces a much weaker tip vortex, mainly due to the high blade twist and and sharp blade

tip anhedral. The distinct non-planar dihedral-anhedral shape minimizes the interaction of the blade vortex with the

next blade. A discontinuity in the blade shape, however, leads to the shedding of an additional vortical structure where

the anhedral starts.

B. Optimisation in forward flight

The AH-64A blade is also optimised in forward flight using the harmonic balance adjoint framework. The moderate

advance ratio, high lift condition of µ = 0.3, CT = 0.00903 used for CFD validation is selected for the optimisation

study. In this case, a coarser grid of 13.1M cells is used with two harmonic balance modes. As a four-bladed rotor

was used, this leads to a rotor solution snapshot every 18 degrees, with a full capturing of viscous and unsteady wake

effects. The starting point for the optimisation process was a rectangular blade with the aerofoils of the AH-64A

blade and the dihedral-anhedral distribution of the hover optimised blade. This design feature was carried on through

to the forward flight design process as it was the main characteristic of the hover optimised blade that led to hover

performance improvements. The blade twist, although a parameter that has a large impact on hover performance, was

set as a free parameter in forward flight, as such a high blade twist could lead poor performance in forward flight. The

same parameterisation was used as in hover, with the anhedral/dihedral parameters kept fixed, leading to 14 design

parameters. As the twist design variable gradients were much larger than the other parameters due to radians used as

units (5 deg = 0.0872665), the twist design variable bounds were rescaled to <-0.8,+0.8>, giving these design variable

values of similar order as the other design parameters, leading to improved convergence of the optimiser. The adjoint

problem is not fully converged to minimize the computational costs, however, the obtained gradients have been proven

to drive the design in the correct direction, as verified through finite differences. The optimisation problem was setup
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the same way as for hover optimisation, hence the objective function was to minimize power whilst constraining thrust.

The shape updates in forward flight, however lead to pitching and rolling moments which disturb rotor trim. To account

for trim state changes, a semi-trim strategy was adopted where the rotor was trimmed to the initial thrust coefficient of

the new design (typically lower than CT = 0.00903) whilst minimizing pitching and rolling moments. This procedure

drove the optimisation process in the correct direction, and ensured that the shape is updated based on both the thrust

constraint and power objective. The differences in the trim state between design iterations, outside the optimiser

algorithm, led to inaccuracies in the SLSQP Hessian matrix update. For this reason, every few optimiser iterations, the

design was re-trimmed to the target thrust of CT = 0.00903, the Hessian matrix was discarded and the optimisation

process was restarted. As the optimisation process did not impose any constraints on the pitching and rolling moments,

it cannot be stated with full confidence whether the optimiser was driving the design to a better aerodynamic shape

or design with pitching and rolling moments that reduce the rotor power. This is one of difficulties associated with

forward flight rotor optimisation, as the rotor power is actually more sensitive to the rotor trim state rather than the

rotor shape. However, the strategy adopted here was proven to be successful in generating better designs after full

re-trimming.

The final design was obtained after 20 design iterations, with the optimisation restarted three times at iterations 3,

11 and 17, by re-trimming the blade to CT = 0.00903 and discarding the approximate Hessian. In all other iterations,

the design was trimmed to the new design thrust with minimised pitching and rolling moments. The optimised design

led to a power improvement of 5.1% compared to the baseline AH-64A blade, which is significant given that the same

aerofoil sections were kept. The final design is analysed in more detail with the geometric laws and planform shape

shown in Figures 15-16.

(a) Twist law (b) Chord, Sweep and Anhedral laws

Fig. 15 Comparison of baseline AH-64A and forward flight optimised geometric laws. Chord, Sweep and

Anhedral values given based on a unit chord length (chord of first aerodynamic section).
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(a) Top view

(b) Side view

Fig. 16 Comparison between the baseline (grey) and forward flight optimised (blue) planform shapes for the

AH-64A rotor blade in forward flight at CT = 0.00903, µ = 0.3.

As in hover, the optimiser leads to a forward flight design with increased blade twist compared to the baseline

AH-64A blade. The blade twist is similar to the hover optimised blade in the region of r/R=0.5 to r/R=0.8, and

flattens out towards the blade tip, leading to an increase in tip loading. The inboard twist is similar to the baseline

design. The chord distribution leads to a planform with maximum chord inboard, with a significantly reduced tip area,

leading to a reduction in both profile and induced power through a more favourable blade loading. The forward flight

optimised blade also has a forward-backward sweep distribution, which is more aggressive when compared to the

hover optimised design, mainly aimed at reducing compressibility effects. It must, however, be noted that no integrated

pitching moment constraints were present in the optimisation process, hence the blade may not be fully balanced in

pitch. The dihedral-anhedral distribution is retained from the hover design, however, based on the design gradients,

blade tip dihedral seems to be more favourable in forward flight. This would, however, potentially lead to a reduction in

the blade hover performance. The exact planform shape may be influenced by the semi-trim strategy and non-inclusion

of the control angles as design variables. The optimisation may have been guided by the generation of favourable

pitching and rolling moments. In particular, highly twisted blades, have lower longitudinal cyclic requirements leading

to a more uniform angle of incidence across the rotor disk. In the present optimisation study, the main feature used

to recover the thrust loss due to high twist and lower tip area, was a large inboard chord. A slightly different optimal

design may be found, for example at a higher collective, but lower planform area. In the future, the planform should be

optimised together with the trim state. However, despite, the fact that the trim state variables were not included within

the optimisation process, the final design still yields a 5.1% power benefit over the baseline blade. The source of the

performance improvements is examined further, based on the harmonic balance solutions, by extracting the rotor disk

loads shown in Figure 17. A comparison is made between the baseline parameterised AH-64A blade (with a parabolic
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blade tip) and the forward flight optimised blade. The loads are scaled by a reference chord equal to the chord of

the first aerodynamic section (unit chord in simulation corresponding to 0.5334m in real-life). The M2Cl and M2Cd

represent force values normal and tangential directions (non-radial) to the rotor disk plane representing the local lift

and drag values uncorrected for downwash effects (hence, thrust and torque/(local radius)).

(a) M2Cl , Baseline Param. (b) M2Cm, Baseline Param. (c) M2Cd , Baseline Param.

(d) M2Cl , FF Optimised (e) M2Cm, FF Optimised (f) M2Cd , FF Optimised

Fig. 17 Comparison of the rotor disk loads for the baseline parameterised (with parabolic blade tip) and

forward flight optimised AH-64A rotor blades in forward flight at CT = 0.00903, µ = 0.3 based on 2 mode

harmonic balance solutions.

Comparing the lift force rotor disk distributions, the most obvious features is a significantly offloaded tip for the

forward flight optimised blade. This can especially be seen at the back of the rotor disk and on the advancing side. This

is also an action of the change trim state, as the lateral cyclic is increased, leading to higher tip loading at the back of

the rotor disk and lower tip loading at the front of the rotor disk. The loading is also increased inboard at the front and

back of the rotor disk, whereas, the retreating side loading is significantly reduced. A minor discontinuity can also be

seen in the loading as well as pitching moments at r/R=0.75 caused by the sharp introduction of the blade dihedral. In

general a greater pitching moment variation is seen for the optimised blade, especially inboards of the blade tip. The

in-plane force loading shows a significantly reduced drag force across the blade tip at all azimuthal stations, which

is especially visible at the front of the rotor disk and on the retreating side. At the back of the rotor disk, the region

of high chordwise force shifts inboard, following the lift force trends. Based on the harmonic balance solutions, the

performance improvement is mostly coming from a redistribution of the loading inboard and offloading of the blade
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tip. This loading distribution also increases the lateral cyclic but leads to a reduction in the longitudinal cyclic, leading

to a power reduction due to a more uniform angle of incidence across the rotor disk. The trim state differences are

analysed further in the next section, based on time-marching calculations.

C. Validation of the new blade design

The new blade design is simulated in hover and forward flight on a finer grid. The dihedral-anhedral shape was

also smoothed out where sharp changes in curvature were seen, by using a third order Bezier curve between r/R = 0.75

and r/R = 0.943 as shown in Figure 18. The integrated load results are shown in Table 5.

Fig. 18 Smoothed anhedral distribution using a 3rd order Bezier curve between r/R =0.75 and r/R = 0.943.

Baseline shown in grey and smoothed distribution shown in blue.

Table 5 Comparison of the integrated loads in hover (CT = 0.0093) and forward flight (µ = 0.3, CT = 0.00903

between the baseline (BASE) and forward flight optimised (FF OPT) AH-64A planforms based on time-march-

ing simulations. Value in brackets represents performance benefit over baseline blade. A breakdown of the

forward flight pressure (CQp) and viscous (CQv) torque components is also given.

Hover

BASE FF OPT

FoM 0.696 (-) 0.757 (+6.1 counts)

CT 0.00930 0.00928

θ0 11.0 12.403

Forward flight

CT 0.00906 0.00904

CQ 6.984 × 10−4 (-) 6.529 × 10−4 (-6.51%)

CQp 6.097 × 10−4 5.462 × 10−4

CQv 8.870 × 10−5 1.066 × 10−4

CMx 3.454 × 10−6 −2.703 × 10−6

CMy 2.045 × 10−5 −3.523 × 10−6

The hover performance is significantly improved compared to the baseline blade, as a benefit of 6.1 counts in FoM is

obtained at CT = 0.0093. The hover performance is slightly deteriorated when compared to the hover optimised blade

(8.9 counts benefit), however, the forward flight optimised blade also leads to a 6.5% improvement in forward flight.

The forward flight design has an offloaded blade tip compared to the baseline AH-64A blade, through the introduction

of a non-linear twist distribution, along with a forward-backward sweep distribution leading to a further reduction in
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the pressure torque term. The viscous torque term is slightly increased due to dihedral-anhedral distribution leading

to a more non-planar planform along with the higher inboard chord. The performance improvement obtained through

time-marching calculations is slightly higher than the optimisation result, due to differences between time-marching and

2 mode harmonic balance simulations as well as grid sizes (13.1M vs 36.1M cells). The harmonic balance calculations

tend to overpredict the turbulent eddy viscosity levels in the wake compared to the time-marching calculations leading to

reduced performance improvements between designs (to overcome this, a higher number of modes would be required).

Differences are also seen in the trim states, shown in Table 6. All calculations were within 1% of the required thrust

and had close to zero pitching and rolling moments. The trimming routine used a fixed shaft angle of 5.341o, coning

angle of 3.5o and zero flapping.

Table 6 Differences in trim state, between the baseline and forward flight optimised designs as well as time-

marching (TM) and 2 mode harmonic balance (HB) calculations. Note: Negative Fourier series used.

Case θ0 θ1s θ1c

Baseline (TM) 10.413 7.421 -3.072

Baseline (HB) 10.873 7.904 -2.943

Forward Flight Optimised (TM) 11.330 6.359 -3.855

Forward Flight Optimised (HB) 11.913 6.996 -3.599

As can be seen in Table 6, the time-marching and harmonic balance calculations have differences in trim state of

approximately 0.5-0.6 degrees in collective and longitudinal cyclic. A more extreme trim state is predicted by the

harmonic balance calculations, which may reduce (in this case) the obtained performance benefits. Another aspect

to highlight is the higher collective required by the forward flight optimised blade compared to the baseline blade to

achieve the target thrust. This is due to the significantly reduced blade tip area and increased blade twist leading a

reduced loading at the blade tip. The trim state for the forward flight optimised blade leads to a reduced longitudinal

cyclic angle and increased lateral cyclic, which leads to a more uniform rotor disk blade incidence distribution. The

forward flight optimised blade is analysed further by extracting the rotor disk loads, shown in Figure 19. The loads are

normalised by the reference chord of 1.0, equal to the chord of the first aerodynamic section.

Firstly, it must be highlighted that the loads for the baseline AH-64A are well captured during the optimisation

process, as the two modes harmonic balance calculation disk loads shown in Figure 17 are similar to the loads shown in

Figure 19. The greatest differences can be seen in the capturing of the negative pitching moment on the retreating side

due to dynamic stall. For the forward flight optimised blade, the disk loads indicate the presence of higher-harmonic

content in the lift force loading as the blade passes from the advancing side to the front of the rotor disk, which is not

captured by the harmonic balance solutions (Figure 17 c)). The other features of the rotor disk loads are similar to those

observed in the harmonic balance solutions. The forward flight optimised blade has a more offloaded blade tip with
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(a) M2Cl , Baseline (b) M2Cm, Baseline (c) M2Cd , Baseline

(d) M2Cl , FF Optimised (e) M2Cm, FF Optimised (f) M2Cd , FF Optimised

Fig. 19 Comparison of the rotor disk loads for the baseline and forward flight (FF) optimised AH-64A rotor

blades in forward flight at CT = 0.00903, µ = 0.3 based on time-marching calculations.

increased loading inboards. A much greater pitching moment variation is seen, with a reduced in-plane force on the

retreating side. The findings seen in the disk loads are analysed further by comparing the surface pressure distributions

on the advancing and retreating blades, shown in Figure 20.

(a) Baseline, Advancing side (b) Baseline, Retreating side

(c) FF Optimised, Advancing side (d) FF Optimised, Retreating side

Fig. 20 Comparison between the baseline and forward flight (FF) optimised advancing and retreating side

surface pressure distributions at CT = 0.00903, µ = 0.3.
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The advancing side pressure distribution for the optimised AH-64A rotor blade indicates a much weaker advancing

blade shock, leading to improved rotor performance. The shock, however, is not completely removed but moves further

inboard. The optimisation setup maintained the thickness to chord ratio as the HH02 aerofoil was imposed in the

region of r/R=0.75 to r/R=0.943. Therefore, the reduced chord led to stronger bunching of the pressure contours. In a

future study, the chord and thickness parameters could be optimised separately to reduce the thickness to chord ratio

in this region. The retreating side indicates improved pressure recovery at the trailing edge along a larger portion of

the blade span. The interaction with the preceding blade tip vortex is shifted further inboard, as the optimised blade

produces a weaker vortex which is affected by the mean flowfield. However, significant benefits were not expected for

the retreating side aerodynamics as a low number of harmonic balance modes was used during the optimisation process,

which would not accurately capture the dynamic stall event. The flow visualisation is extracted from the solution for

the baseline AH-64A and forward flight optimised blades, shown in Figure 21.

(a) Baseline (b) Forward Flight Optimised

Fig. 21 Rotor wake visualization for baseline and forward flight optimised AH-64A rotor blades in forward

flight at CT = 0.00903, µ = 0.3 using an isosurface of Q-criterion (value of 0.002) coloured by downwash velocity

W.

The offloaded blade tip of the forward flight optimised blades leads to significantly weaker tip vortices which interact

with the next blade leading to higher harmonic content in the rotor loads. As can be seen from Figure 21, further flow

structures are shed from the blade, including multiple vortices due to the sharp dihedral-anhedral distribution. This

is especially visible as the blade moves from the advancing side to the front of the rotor disk, where multiple blade

vortex interactions are seen. These features could potentially lead to an increase in noise and vibration. The harmonic

content of the lift force is compared for the baseline and forward flight optimised blades in Figure 22.

The 4/rev harmonic of the normal force is slightly increased for the optimised design which is the main indicated

of vibration. The other lift forcing harmonics do not contribute to the fuselage vibration as they cancel each other out

for a 4-bladed rotor, but can for example affect the blade root stresses. The new blade design leads to an increase in the
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Fig. 22 Vertical force vibratory components for the baseline and forward flight AH-64A rotor blades

1/rev and 3/rev harmonic but a reduction in the 2/rev harmonic. However, no objectives or constraints were imposed

on such design requirements in the present study, hence this result is not unexpected. To capture higher frequency

content a high number of harmonic balance modes would have to be included within the optimisation, leading to

excessive computational costs. Five modes equal to 11 snapshots could capture 3/rev, 4/rev and 5/rev components for a

4-bladed rotor in clean flight [41], with as many as 10 modes required in stalled flight due to aliasing errors from higher

frequency components. The vibratory components could be optimised indirectly by an objective on the oscillatory

pitching moment, or directly using the vibration index.

Based on the findings in the current rotor design study, it can be stated that the final design depends on the employed

objective function. This may be one of the reasons why so many different rotor designs are seen across the globe. The

forward flight optimised blade with an offloaded blade tip leads to significant performance benefits in hover and forward

flight, but also leads to an increase in harmonic loading. The treatment of trim and the employed parameterisation

were also proven to have an effect on the final planform shape.

Compared to the time-marching method the harmonic balance method with two modes based on a grid size of

13.1M gained a speed-up factor of 9.26. The speed-up factor was obtained based on comparing a time-marching

solution of three rotor revolutions at 0.5 degrees time-steps with convergence two orders of magnitude within each

time-step, and a harmonic balance simulation of 5000 iterations, showing good loads convergence and residual conver-

gence of five orders of magnitude. This speed-up factor reduces with increasing number of harmonic balance modes.

The memory requirements for the harmonic balance method showed close to 2NH + 1 scaling compared to the steady

solution (40.9GB for steady solution, 47.1GB for the time-marching method and 205.8GB for the harmonic balance

method). The adjoint-harmonic balance method with 200 Krylov Vectors used in the outer GMRES loop had a peak

memory requirement of 765GB RAM, representing a factor of 3.7 compared to the baseline harmonic balance solution.
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Lowering the memory requirement of the adjoint solver, whilst ensuring convergence of stiff problems is one of the

key aspects considered for future work.

VI. Conclusions

This paper has demonstrated the development of a overset adjoint harmonic balance method based on the Navier-

Stokes equations. The new optimisation framework has been applied to the re-design of the AH-64A rotor blade. The

study showed that significant benefits are available by coupling high-fidelity CFD with optimisation methods. The

main conclusions are:

• The harmonic balance method is a promising alternative compared to time-marching simulations and captures

the key flow physics at reduced computational costs.

• The harmonic balance-adjoint optimisation method offers an efficient way to obtain design variable gradients for

unsteady optimisation problems whilst maintaining the fidelity of the Navier-Stokes equations.

• The key drivers of an improved rotor design in hover are high blade twist and the dihedral-anhedral shape which

lead to reduced blade vortex interaction and a more efficient spanwise loading distribution, by offloading the

blade tip.

• In forward flight, the planform shape is more important than in hover, with a forward-backward swept planform

with a reduced tip area leading to performance improvements. Similarly, as in hover, the forward flight optimised

design leads to an offloaded blade tip which can also lead to increased blade harmonic loading. The imposed

dihedral-anhedral distribution does not seem to be highly detrimental to the rotor power.

Future studies will include further optimisation using a weighted sum objective function approach combining

hover and forward flight conditions. More elaborate objective functions should also be examined to capture the multi-

disciplinary aspects of rotor design, including indicators of high noise/vibration. To capture these effects, however a

higher number of harmonic balance modes would need to be used within the CFD solutions. The planform should be

optimised together with the rotor control angles, whilst constraining the thrust, pitching and rolling moments. A more

elaborate blade surface parameterisation should also be included to examine BERP-like designs. Finally, to further

increase the fidelity of the optimisation framework, aeroelastic effects should be included.
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